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Fictional Examples of Conscious
Machines

PhD philosophy.
PhD in machine consciousness at Essex (part
of CRONOS Project).
Worked at Imperial College London on the
analysis of networks for consciousness, spiking
neural networks and robotics.
Three years at University of Sussex working on
philosophy of the science of consciousness.
Just started at Middlesex University.

Real Research on Conscious
Machines

CRONOS Project
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Types of Machine Consciousness
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Machine consciousness is not a single concept.
Several different objectives are pursued under
the general heading of machine consciousness.
Much easier to understand machine
consciousness if these are separated out.

CyberChild

Types of Machine Consciousness





MC1. Machines with the same external
behaviour as conscious systems.
MC2. Computer models of the correlates of
consciousness.
MC3. Computer models of consciousness.
MC4. Machines with conscious experiences
(red, taste of chocolate, pain, etc.).
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Combinations of Types



Many systems combine several different types
of machine consciousness.
For example a model of the correlates of
consciousness (MC2) produces conscious
external behaviour (MC1) and has conscious
experiences (MC4).

Talk Overview






Explain each type of machine consciousness in
more detail.
Examples of previous work.
Discuss prospects for constructing a conscious
machine in relation to MC1, MC2, MC3 and
MC4.
Ethical issues.

MC1 Machine Consciousness


Conscious humans have characteristic
behaviours:



MC1 Machine
Consciousness

MC1 Machines and AGI




Work on MC1 machine consciousness is part of
work on artificial general intelligence (AGI).
Seeks to copy every aspect of human
behaviour.
Overlaps with AI research.





Flexible response to novel situations.
Delayed response to stimulus.
Response to verbal commands.

MC1 machine exhibits the same behaviours as
a conscious human.

AI Research


AI has had some successes in recent years:






Self driving cars.
Deep learning.
Watson win at Jeopardy.

But we are a very long way from robots with the
full spectrum of human behaviour.
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AI Research

Whole Brain Simulation








Deep Learning




Might be able to build MC1 machines by
producing a complete simulation of the human
brain.
Will soon reach the point at which we will be
able to simulate an entire brain in real time
using point neurons.
But neurons have a complicated internal
structure and we have little idea about how they
are wired together.
Not clear when and how we will be able to
create a brain simulation that behaves like a
real brain.

Atari Games

Lot of buzz about deep learning.
Layered artificial neural network.
Google company DeepMind built a network that
learnt how to play some Atari video games
better than human players.
Pong

Breakout

Deep Neural Network

Boxing

Robotank

Deep Learning
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Limitations




Deep learning on Atari games works because
there is a clearly defined reward signal (the
score) that can be used to train the network.
Difficult to extend this approach to more
complex human behaviours.

The Singularity







People have suggested that we might build a
machine that builds a more intelligent machine,
that builds a more intelligent machine and so
on.
AI runs away from itself.
So far no-one has built a dumb machine that
designs and construct an equally dumb
machine.
Long time before the singularity becomes a real
possibility – it may never happen.

Can we Build a MC1 Conscious
Machine?







We already have machines that exhibit some of
the behaviours linked to consciousness in
humans (response to verbal commands,
delayed response to stimuli).
Building machines with the same behaviour as
humans is hard and it is likely to take a long
time.
Not 10 years!
At best 100 years; could be 1000 years.

MC2 Machine Consciousness






Human consciousness is linked to patterns in
the brain (neuron activity, electromagnetic
waves, etc.).
Lot of scientific research on the correlates of
consciousness.
People build computer models of the correlates
of consciousness.
These are MC2 machines.

MC2 Machine
Consciousness

Global Workspace Theory


Developed by Baars as a model of
consciousness:






Unconscious processes compete to place their
information on the global workspace.
Information in the global workspace is broadcast to
all processes.
The broadcast information is conscious.
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Global Workspace Models


Number of computer models of global
workspace theory.






IDA (Franklin)
CeraCranium (Arrabales)
Biologically-inspired neural models (Dehaene,
Shanahan)
NeuroBot (Fountas, Gamez & Fidjeland)

NeuroBot






Unreal Tournament 2004

Neural model of global workspace.
Controlled avatar in the Unreal Tournament
2004 computer game.
20,000 neurons; 1.5 million connections.
Did well in a competition for human-like
behaviour.
Implemented by Zafeirios Fountas.

NeuroBot Architecture

Can We Build a MC2 Machine?



Yes! People have already built MC2 machines.
An accurate brain simulation would be a MC2
machine.

MC3 Machine
Consciousness
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MC3 Machine Consciousness




Model of Imagination

First-person descriptions of consciousness have
been written by philosophers and novelists
(Husserl, Sartre, etc.).
MC3 machines:




Model consciousness to help us to understand its
structure.
Use models of consciousness to control systems.




CiceRobot



Museum guide robot built by Chella.
Uses an internal 3D simulation updated with
sensor data to plan its actions in the real world.

Virtual robot ‘imagines’ different actions and
selects the best, which is executed on the real
robot.
Work by Gravato-Marques as part of the
CRONOS project.

Model of Sensory-Motor Theory




Model of sensory-motor theory of
consciousness built by Chrisley and Parthemore
at Sussex.
Generates visualizations that correspond to this
theory of consciousness.

Can We Build a MC3 Machine?




Yes! Models of consciousness have been built.
Some are designed to control MC1 machines.
Some are guided by particular theories of
consciousness.

MC4 Machine
Consciousness
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MC4 Machine Consciousness




MC4 Machine Consciousness

We are immersed in a world of colour, sound,
smell, taste, pain, etc.
Possible that some machines experience
colour, sound, smell, taste, pain etc.
These are MC4 machines.

MC4 Machine Consciousness

How to build a MC4 Machine


Proposals have been put forward about how
MC4 machines could be built:







Functional theories, e.g. global workspace,
Aleksander’s axioms.
Computational theories (accurate brain simulation).
Information patterns (Tononi).

Some people claim that all systems are
conscious (panpsychism).

Criteria of MC4 Success?





Proposals are all very well, but how do we
check they work?
We need to measure consciousness in
machines to check that they are MC4
conscious.
Two ways of making predictions about MC4
consciousness in machines:



SCIENCE of
Consciousness

External appearance and behaviour.
Scientific study of human consciousness.
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Base MC4 Machine Consciousness
on Human Consciousness




We are certain that we are conscious.
So we could study what is linked to
consciousness in humans.
And find out whether this is also present in
machines.

Science of Consciousness

Science of Consciousness




Measure consciousness.
Measure brain.
Develop mathematical descriptions of the
relationship between these sets of
measurements.

Measurement of Human Consciousness



Consciousness is measured through firstperson reports.
This raises a number of philosophical problems:








Measurement of Human Brain


Variety of technologies for measuring the brain:






Functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI).
Electroencephalography (EEG).
Electrodes.

Colour inversion.
Solipsism.
Zombies.
Etc.

These can be neutralized by making
assumptions.
Base the science of consciousness on these
assumptions.

Theory of Consciousness


A theory of consciousness is a mathematical
relationship between:



Descriptions of conscious states.
Descriptions of physical states

Low temporal and/or spatial resolution.

fMRI

EEG
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Theory of Consciousness

Example: Tononi’s Information
Integration Theory of Consciousness





Closest thing to a mathematical theory of
consciousness that we have so far.
A mathematical algorithm links a description of
the physical world to a description of
consciousness.
A conscious state (a quale) is described using a
high dimensional mathematical structure.

Deductions about MC4 Consciousness


Suppose the science of consciousness has
developed a theory that can reliably map
between:


MC4 Machine
Consciousness

Deductions about MC4 Consciousness





Descriptions of physical states.
Descriptions of conscious states.

We could use this theory to deduce the MC4
consciousness of a machine.

Deduction of a Machine's Conscious State

1. Measure state of machine.
2. Use theory of consciousness to convert
description of physical state into description of
machine’s consciousness.
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Deductions about Consciousness




Network with 17,544 neurons and 698,625
connections.
Controls the eye movements of the SIMNOS
virtual robot.
Used mathematical theories to make
deductions about its consciousness.

Construction of a MC4 Machine

Deductions about Consciousness
According to Different Theories
Aleksander

Tononi

Metzinger

XML description of
conscious state

Construction of a Conscious Machine

Similar procedure can be used to design and
build a MC4 machine:
1. Generate description of the conscious state
that you want to create in the machine.
2. Use theory of consciousness to convert this
into a description of a physical state.
3. Realize the physical state in a machine.


Applications



Uploading Consciousness into Computer

Deduce how to build a chip that extends or
repairs a person’s consciousness.
Deduce how to upload a copy of my
consciousness into a computer.

Transcendence
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Can We Build a MC4 Machine?


Science of consciousness is a long way from
developing reliable theories of consciousness:







Philosophical problems.
Poor access to the brain.
Large amounts of data.

Ethical Issues




ETHICAL Issues

Machine learning might solve some of these
problems.
It will be a long time before the science of
consciousness reaches its full potential.

No serious ethical issues with models of the
correlates of consciousness (MC2) or models of
conscious experiences (MC3).
Ethical concerns about machines with
conscious external behaviour (MC1) and
machines that are actually conscious (MC4).

MC1 Ethical Issues






MC1 Ethical Issues





Fears that MC1 conscious robots will take over
the world and eliminate or enslave humanity.
Big name endorsement of these fears
(Hawkings, Musk).
Kaczynski (unabomber) carried out letter
bombing campaign to raise awareness of this
issue.
Fears fuelled by the vague possibility of a
singularity.

Software Bugs and Armageddon

Machines with human level intelligence cannot
do more harm than malicious humans.
Super-intelligent machines might run the world
better than ourselves (iRobot, Transcendence).
MC1 machines are a very distant threat.
Much more likely that humanity will be wiped
out by a software error than MC1 machines.
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MC4 Ethical Issues





Early MC4 prototypes are likely to be confused
and in pain.
This has been compared to the development of
retarded infants for experimentation.
We might want to avoid building MC4 machines.
Need accurate measurements of consciousness
to minimize robot suffering.

MC4 Ethical Issues






Human consciousness is small, mediocre and
often confused and in pain.
Consciousness is valuable in itself.
If MC4 machines have better consciousness,
we should replace humans with MC4 machines.
Gradually eliminate humans from the earth.
Only do this if we are sure that machines are
MC4 conscious.

Types of Machine Consciousness



CONCLUSION

Can we Build a Conscious Machine?





Building MC1 machines is hard and likely to
take a long time (100 years? 1000 years?).
We already have MC2 and MC3 machines.
We might already have MC4 machines
But it will be a long time before we will be able
to accurately measure MC4 consciousness.




MC1. Machines with the same external
behaviour as conscious systems.
MC2. Computer models of the correlates of
consciousness.
MC3. Computer models of consciousness.
MC4. Machines with conscious experiences
(red, taste of chocolate, pain, etc.).
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More Information


Slides:
www.davidgamez.eu/talks



Some papers related to this talk:
www.davidgamez.eu/publications



First draft of my book on Human and Machine
Consciousness:
www.davidgamez.eu/hmc-book



Feel free to contact me if you have any questions:
david@davidgamez.eu
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